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THE BRITISH MILITARY ,MISSION, GREECE 
A Report on the Work of The R.A.M.C .. Branch B.M.:~·1.(G) 

, ' '. ',.' 

IN the early days of the Mission the most urgent task of the Medical Branch 
was the building up of a· Field Medical organization in the Greek Anny; 
Field Ambulances were formed and trained on the British model, and forward 
Military Hospitals instituted in the towns and villages in the widely sc:attereQ' 
areas of operations. . 

Owing to lack of manpower it was never possible to have more than one 
Field Ambulance to a Division instead of the three which are allotted toa 
British Division. Arduous and exhausting indeed' was the work of these 
stretcher bearers in bringing their comrades from the front line to a spot where 
surgical aid could be given. Often the liberated local peasants, men and women 
too, helped in this heavy task which e.ntailed carrying the wounded up and down 
the most precipitous mountain tracks often for many hours at a time .. 

Perhaps the most dramaticimprovenient effected in: the forward. treatment 
of the wounded was the introduction of Field Surgical Units on the, British 
model. These small units each with a skilled surgeon and aIllresthetist and with. 
British equipment were pushed forward as near as possible to the fighting line; . 
It is impossible to assess how many lives and litnbshave been saved by the 
formation of these unIts and the skill and devotion of their personnel. . 

At the same time reorganization of the base hospitals was l,mdertaken .. A 
vastincreaseof hospital b(:~ds was necessary; schools and other suitable buildings 
were taken over and equipped (largely with AmeriCan help), till som~ 6,000. 
Hospital beds were.in operation. ' . '. 

'. The proper nursing of the wounded presented almost insuperable difficulties. 
Greece in geileral is woefully short of trained nurses. There were in the: Army 
only five trained nurses. A riumber, quite inadequate, of civilian nurses ill 
spated from civilian needs were brought into military hospitals but the greatest 
part of the litirsing of the wounded .soldier devolved on untrained volunteers 
and ward maids. To provide an adequate nursing service for the Greek Army 
steps . were . taken to form "Queen Frederika's Royal Army Nursing Corps'.' on 
the model of our Q.A.R.A.N.C., and a school for Anny nurses was forined with 

. the activehe1p of the Hellenic Red Cross. A British Nursing' Sister cif the 
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206, The British Military Mission, Greece 

Q.A.R.A.N.C. was installed as Supervisor to the School and training carried out 
on the lines of the British system. 

The School has now been operating for three years and some sixty cadets 
have been under training of which 25 3rd year students have now qualified. 
Unfortunately, owing to delay in the passage of the law for the formation of 

, the "Queen Frederika's Royal Nursing Corps," they have not yet been com
missioned into the new corps but it is hoped this will take place very shortly and 
its good effects are bound to be far reaching~ 

In due course the Medical Services of the Greek Army were placed on a 
sound basis and in the large 'scale operations' of 1948, and 1949 the wounded 
soldier was assured of early surgery, rapid and efficient evacmition in which air 
transport played its part, and, adequate treatment at the base hospital~. The 
effect on the morale 'of the Greek soldier was great. Hitherto he had always 
had the feeling that if he was wounded on the mountain tops, his chance of 

, survival would be slim. , , , 
"Emphasis now shifted tei the question of the rehabilitation of the wounded 

, and maimed. The word "rehabilitation" covers two' aspects-the restoration to 
normal or as near normal function as possible of the injured body, and the 
reconditioning of the permanently injured man to fit him into civil life in a 
new trade. Even in England "rehabilitation" is a comparatively new word but 

, oUr vast experience derived from two world wars has led us to realize the vital 
necessity for such work and to develop its technique to a high degree. 
" As~ result of the bandit war there are many soldiers8ufferirigfrom terrible 
injuries of bones and joints and with paralysis due to that dastardly weapon 

, the "SCHUmine." " , 
, A,t the instigation, of the B.M.M. and uhderthe auspices of the British 
" Council and .British Medical Association,ari eminent onliopcedic surgeon paid 

it visit in March 1949 to give advice and ,help on, the question of orthop;edic 
sUrgery and the after-treatJ;nent of disabled men. Largely at his instigation and 
withthe active co-operation of H.M. The Queen of the Hellenes, who donated 

, a sum of'3 billion drachmce for the purpose, a Rehabilitation Centre of 300 beds 
with awell-eguippedphysiotherapy department and ,ample rehabilitationappar~ 

, atus has been formed. ' , , , 

" The Centre was open~d inOct()ber, and though its, fo~mation represented' 
a great ,step forward it was realized that much yet remained to 'be done. In 
consequence a ftlrther visit by the Surgeon was arra;nged for No.vemher'l949. 
Asa'result of his recommendationS it.is now hoped' to extend the work of 
Rehabilitation by the formation of a Rehabilitation Service, with a subsidiary 
, Cenxre,' operating at first under the Ministry of War butdestined eventually to 
become a National Service under a Civiliari Ministry to ca'ter for both military 
and civilian needs. '. .,' " ... , , , . ' , 

Linked up, with the question of Rehabilitation has been the problem of the 
supply of artificial limbs. , The services of a technical expert from our own ' 
great centre ,at Roeharripton have, by the courtesy of the BritishMinis~ry of 
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Pensions, been acquired for help and advice in the reorganization of the Greek 
ar~ificial limb factories in order to improve the standard of the articles made 
and to increase production. This gentleman paid a short visit in March 1949 
at the request of the Mission and is now on a more prolonged visit of some 
three months working in. conjunction with the. Greek Recovery Programme 

. Co-ordination .Office,· and·there is no doubt that his services will be of immense 
help towards solving the urgent problem of supplying to the sufferers of th~ 
bandit wars, who have deserved so. well of their country, the limbs and 
appliances which will enable them to take their part again in the national life. 
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